JOB DESCRIPTION

Community Facilitator

Date: May 28, 2022

Position Details

No of Positions: 6
Location: Sabarkantha (Poshina) & Kutch (Bhachau), Gujarat
Remuneration: Rs. 15,000 to 20,000 based on experience
Type of Employment: Full-time

About the Organisation

Unnati - Organisation for Development Education is a voluntary non-profit organisation working in a number of thematic areas of social impact. It is an issue-based, strategic educational support organisation working in Western India with people’s collectives, NGOs, and elected representatives in local governance and the government. Collaborative research, public education, advocacy, direct field level mobilisation and implementation with multiple stakeholders are the key instruments of our work. The interventions span from the grassroots level to the policy level environment to ensure basic rights of citizens. You can read more about the partners we work with and the projects we work on at https://unnati.org.

Summary of the role

The organisation is currently looking for an experienced professional interested in a role of a facilitator in one of our Programs. They will have the opportunity to hone existing skills and develop new skills.

The candidate will be working for a program based on Ensuring the rights and entitlements of public programs with a government and social accountability framework. It is a field-based position and you will be placed in Sabarkantha district or Kutch district. Candidates will be required to travel within the district frequently and occasionally outside the district too.

Roles and Responsibilities

- Working with the team on community mobilization and organizing.
- Uses song, theatre and other innovative methods for communication.
- Promote community participation and inspire community to get involved.
● Fair understanding of Government programs around Food security, Employment, Education and Health.
● Familiarity with MIS - paper based as well as MS Excel.
● Contribute to the team effort to develop materials, agenda, and other necessary tools.

**Desired Qualifications and Skills**

Candidates interested in the position should meet the following criteria:

- Minimum Graduate degree in any field and relevant work experience
- Knowledge of community dynamics
- Proficient in Gujarati and basic understanding of English Language with good communication and organisational skills.
- Personal commitment, efficiency, flexibility and drive for results.
- Ability to travel frequently within the state.

The interested candidates may apply their resumes/CVs at [psu_unnati@unnati.org](mailto:psu_unnati@unnati.org).

UNNATI is an equal opportunity employer. Our commitment to diversity includes the recognition that our mission is best advanced by the leadership and contributions of people of diverse backgrounds, beliefs and cultures. We encourage women candidates to apply for the position. Recruitment is on a rolling basis and may close once a suitable candidate has been identified. Please indicate “**Application: Community Facilitator**” in the subject of the email.